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Abstract: Rose field crops from the western part of 
Romania are infected every year by fungus 
Diplocarpon rosae which produce black spot 
disease of leaves. These attacks have a severe 
contribution to reduction of plant vigor and 
physiologic decline, with an important contribution 
to the reduction of the exploitation period of the 
rose crops. This paper aims to highlight the 
evolution of patogeneity and virulence of fungus 
Diplocarpon rosae between 2003 and 2005 
 

Rezumat: Culturile de trandafir din partea de vest 
a României sunt atacate anual de ciuperca 
Diplocarpon rosae care produce pătarea neagră a 
frunzelor. Aceste atacuri conduc la reducerea 
vigorii plantelor contribuind substantial la declinul 
fiziologic şi evident reduce perioada de exploatare 
a culturilor. Având în vedere aceste aspecte, 
prezenta lucrare îşi propune o evidenţiere a 
evoluţiei patogenităţii şi virulenţei ciupercii 
Diplocarpon rosae în perioada 2003-2005 
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INTRODUCTION 
Black spot of rose leaf, produced by fungus Diplocarpon rosae is an endemic 

pathogen in the western part of Romania. The attack of this fungus induces in time an erosion 
of the rose plant vigour in the rose plantations from this part of the country (1, 2, 3, and 4). 

In the present paper are pointed out the results of the evaluation of fungus 
Diplocarpon rosae evolution over a period of the last three years, by analyzing the frequency 
and intensity of attack. 

 
MATERIAL AND METHOD 
Attack frequency and intensity evaluation was made over a period of three years to a 

number of six rose varieties, as it follows: Virgo, Mary Brandy, Pascali, Flamingo, Manuela 
and Sympathy. 

The statistic analyze was made after the model of two factors experiences. First factor 
was considered the varieties from the experience and the second factor was the analyzed year. 
Witness was the average of the years for the firs factor and the average of varieties for the 
second factor statistic evaluation. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSINS  
In general the results of frequency analyze (table 1) point out that the averages has a 

variation between 5 % at variety Flamingo in the year 2005 and 80 % at the variety Virgo in 
the years 2003 and 2004. The attack intensity was between 3 % at variety Flamingo in the year 
2003 and 30 % at variety Virgo in the year 2003. 
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Statistic analyze of the frequency on the experience period point out that the 
differences was under the significance limit for all years. Attack intensity had higher 
differences since attack frequency. In the year 2005 the intensity of attack compared to the 
witness has a difference distinctly significant negative. 

Differences of the evaluated varieties for attack frequency was very significant 
negative for the variety Virgo and distinct negative difference for the variety Flamingo 
comparing with witness. Varieties Mary Brandy, Pascali, Manuela and Sympathy have 
registered differences under the significance limit (table 1 and figure 1). 

Table 1 
Frequency of attack averages 

 
Factor B - Year Factor A  

Variety 2003 2004 2005 
Average of  

factor A Differences Signific. 

Virgo 80 80 78.3 79.4 62.2 xxx 
Mary Brandy 23.3 18.3 18.3 19.9 2.7 - 

Pascali 16.6 21.6 18.3 18.8 1.6 - 
Flamingo 6.6 11.6 5 7.7 -9.5 000 
Manuela 16.6 21.7 13.3 17.2 0 - 

Sympathy 13.3 20 8.3 13.8 -3.4 - 
Varieties average 26.1 28.9 23.6 26.1 Witness - 

DL 5% = 3.6 DL 1%= 5  DL 0.1%=7.1 
 

Factor B - Year 2003 2004 2005 Year average 
Average of  factor B 26.1 28.9 23.6 26.1 

Differences 0 2.8 -2.5 Witness 
Significance  - - - - 

DL 5% = 3.4  DL 1%=4.8  DL0.1%= 6.8 
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Figure 1. Frequency of attack analyze on a rose assortment for fungus Diplocarpon rosae. 
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The attack intensity (table 2) has registered a difference under the significance limit 
on the varieties ensemble in the years 2003 and 2004. In the year 2005 the difference to witness 
was distinctly significant. This pointed out a good whether conditions for the pathogens.  

Varieties have a well personalized behaviour on the fungus Diplocarpon rosae 
pressure. Manuela have registered a difference distinctly significant negative and Flamingo had 
a difference very significantly negative compared to the average of the intensity of fungus 
attack on the varieties. In the same time, variety Virgo registered a difference very significant 
compared to witness. Varieties Mary Brandy, Pascali and sympathy registered a difference of 
intensity values compared to witness under the limit of significance (figure 2). 

Table 2. 
Intensity of attack averages 

 
Factor B – Y ear Factor A  

Variety 2003 2004 2005 
Average of  

factor A Differences Signific. 

Virgo 30 26.6 13.3 23.3 11.5 xxx 
Mary Brandy 10 13.3 6.6 9.9 -1.9 - 

Pascali 18.3 16.6 6.6 13.8 2 - 
Flamingo 3 6.6 5 4.9 -6.9 000 
Manuela 8.3 11.6 3.6 7.8 -4 00 

Sympathy 10 15 8.3 11.1 -0.7 - 
Varieties average 13.2 15 6.9 11.8 Witness - 

DL 5% = 3.7  DL 1%= 4.9  DL0.1%= 6.5 
 

Factor B - Year 2003 2004 2005 Year 
average 

Average of  factor B 13.2 15 6.9 11.8 
Differences 1.4 3.2 -4.9 Witness 
Significance  - - 00 - 

DL 5% =2.9  DL 1%=3.8  DL 0.1%= 5 
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Figure 2. Intensity of attack analyze on a rose assortment for fungus Diplocarpon rosae. 
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This results indicate a relatively tolerance at the varieties Flamingo and Manuela and 
a high sensitivity at variety Virgo. The other varieties had a very instable behaviour, highly 
sensitive to the whether conditions (figure 2). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. None of the six tested varieties was resisted to the fungus Diplocarpon rosae. 
2. Taking in consideration the statistic results, over the ensemble of all three years of 

experience, the frequency and intensity of fungus Diplocarpon rosae attack, the most tolerant 
variety was Flamingo and the most sensitive was variety Virgo. 

3. The most unfavourable year for the development of the fungus Diplocarpon rosae 
from the analyzed period was 2005 because the intensity of attack on the ensemble of tested 
varieties was distinctly significant negative. 
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